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AR5: Solar Impacts (global)

- Sensitivity to solar comparable in models to other forcing agents
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AR5 Main Conclusions: Solar

- Overall small forcing during recent centuries; low confidence in quantification
- Contributor to early 20th century warming, though too small to explain fully
- Large impact inconsistent with observations over last 1000 yr
- Decreasing in recent decades, when warming most rapid
- May play a larger role in regional temperature changes via altered circulation
AR5: Solar Impacts (regional)

- All contain so-called ‘bottom-up’ mechanisms
- Small influence in Indo-Pacific, no clear AO/NAO impact
- Many do not fully represent ‘top-down’ mechanisms
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Stratosphere-Troposphere Coupling: Models

Left column: GFDL model
Right column: CMIP5 models
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Both high latitude responses appear only in simulations with interactive chemistry
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Conclusions

• Additional modeling needed with coupled ocean-atmosphere-composition (i.e. computationally expensive!)

• Mechanisms of solar-climate regional impacts being identified, not yet robustly present in climate models

• Top-down and bottom-up may not be so distinct

• Not easy to tell from observations what are the actual regional responses to solar forcing